66 impala wagon

Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. We have moved on to other interests after retiring. I
bought the the car in California from the original family that bought it new. The lady I bought it
from inherited from her 80 year old uncle. Her and her husband did drive it a little but didn't
have a lot of interest in older cars. The car has 80, actual miles. They told me the engine smoked
and leaked some from sitting, so being they owned a air conditioning business, they had their
service dept. Their son told me the engine builder put. The original steel crankshaft was in nice
shape so it is still std. I see they also resurfaced the deck of the block so the numbers are gone
but the casting dates all match the dates the car was built. The original Quadrajet carb has been
replaced with a Edelbrock Quadra- jet replacement. I replaced the point distributor with a GM
HEI and I have the original cast iron points distributor and the smog pump which will go with
the car. The original turbo trans was rebuilt and works great. It has a new dual exhaust with
stock mufflers and tail pipes. The front suspension has been completely rebuilt along with the
brakes and wheel cylinders,master cylinder and hoses and changed over to synthetic fluid. The
rear end is the original 12 bolt 2. I also installed a OEM rear anti-sway bar which helps handling
a lot. The body on this car is rust free as you are going to find; no rust holes or rust repairs
ever. The floor pans still have their factory under coating. I replaced the carpet a few years ago
and the interior floor pans had no rust, just factory white paint. The rear spare tire carrier
compartment and rear storage compartment have zero rust. The previous owner said her uncle
had the the car repainted back in the mid-eighties. Although there aresome minor paint chips,
small dings and dents from use over time, the car still shows well for its age. The chrome and
stainless are in nice shape. There is a small dent in the top center of the grill see photos. T he
car has all the original tinted glass including the windshield. It has period correct 14 inch torque
thrust aluminium spoke wheels with Firestone Firehawk radial tires that have approximately
miles on them and the original wheels and wheel covers are included with the car. Options
include: a rear tailgate power window, which works fine. After 10 years of research I have found
no others with this rear seat option. Please let me know if you know of one. The interior is
original except the bottom cushion on the front seat and new carpet. The previous owner had it
recovered which is not a perfect match. We never bothered to change it. So are the door pads
and the padded dash. The headliner is in very good condition. The rear inner wheel well covers
show some sun deterioration from its life in the California sun. Everything works in the car
except the clock. I installed an oil pressure and water temp gauge without any modifications to
the dash. Keep in mind this car has not been restored just well mantained and is very depenable
great driving car. She shows her age well after 51 years. Althought this car is in good condition
and very reliable i can not put a warranty on a 51 year old car. If you are looking for a real clean
unmolested original wagon that drives well this is probably the car you are looking for. Car is
listed locally and may be removed from bidding unless the reserve has been met. I see in the
last few years there are a number of non-paying bidders on Ebay so please ask questions
before you bid. The car is available for inspection by appointment. No overseas sales. Buyer
responsible for shipping arrangements but I will assist in shipping process. The car will not
leave premises until funds have cleared my bank via wire transfer or cash. More Chevrolet
classic cars for sale. Make an Enquiry. The cubic-inch big-block came with a Quadrajet
four-barrel carburetor, and delivered horsepower. After the boom in sales of the Impala , , the
Chevrole t Impala for saw a surprising drop in sales more than percent to just , Some think that
the reason for the drop is because of the release of the Caprice as a stand-alone model with its
new upscale image. Some even speculate that the subtle restyling of the Impala, which took
away some of its signature items â€” such as the six round taillights is to blame. After nine
years of offering multiple sub-models under the Impala line, marked the end of the Caprice as
one of them. Initially introduced in as a four-door hardtop, in , the Caprice Custom was
reintroduced as the Chevrolet Caprice, and would become the top of the line Chevy. As
evidenced by declining sales, the Impala may have featured more chrome â€” both inside and
out, but the Impala line up was slowly losing its popularity to other Chevrolet models. The
Chevy Impala was offered in a four-door sedan, four-door hardtop, two-door hardtop,
convertible, and two different versions of the four-door station wagon. While most models could
seat a maximum of six people. One version of the station wagon could seat nine people. The
chrome pieces on this engine were not factory offered. The only big-block-powered car to get
chrome valve covers and air cleaner lid for was the Chevelle. While not a powerhouse, this
inline six did deliver reliability for daily driving. Next up is the first standard V8, the horsepower
cubic-inch small-block. This base V8 was equipped with a two-barrel carburetor. Next up are the
horsepower four-barrel , cubic-inch V8, and the horsepower cubic-inch small-block engines. Not
only were the small-blocks also very reliable, they were very powerful for the time as well. Once
again, the big-block V8 was available in the Impala, and the starting lineup featured the
horsepower cubic-inch engine. But, an added big-block would take the automotive world by

storm this year when Chevrolet introduced the cubic-inch engine. The Mark IV engine was
introduced this year as a production engine option for full-sized Chevrolets and Corvettes.
Power ratings varying widely depending on the application, and in regards to the Impala, you
could get the horsepower smooth-running version with hydraulic lifters, as well as rough idling,
high-revving solid-lifter camshaft model with the horsepower. Build your own custom
newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely
FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send you the
most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every week. We
promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power
Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro
Touring? The venerable cubic-inch small-block. Latest News. Dyno Testing. More Stories.
Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag
Racing. Engine Tech. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We've expanded your
search filters to show more results. Please see below. Find used car trade in, resell, certified
pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors
of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Chevrolet Impala Year Wagon. Filters
Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever
needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing
dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual.
Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Book
Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan
Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the
lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. The
majority of full-sized station wagons were sold as mundane forms of transport for the family.
With a few notable exceptions, they did very little to instill a sense of excitement in their
potential buyers. This Impala Wagon is an exception to that rule because it features a ci V8
under the hood. That means that it has plenty of ponies available to move the whole family
pretty quickly. Located in Thomaston, Maine, you will find the Impala listed for sale here on
Craigslist. The owner might also consider a trade for the right vehicle. The Ermine White Impala
presents quite nicely, and the Rally wheels give the vehicle an aggressive stance. The paint has
a few minor flaws, but there are no significant paint issues that would require immediate
attention. It looks like there might be some rust starting to creep out from under some of the
chrome around the side and the rear glass, so that is something that should be checked sooner
rather than later. The remaining panels and the rockers appear to be free from any issues. All of
the glass appears to be in good order, while the same is true of the chrome and trim. At 4,lbs,
the Impala Wagon is not a lightweight vehicle. Therefore, opening the hood to find a ci V8 is a
pleasant surprise. This beast pumps out hp, which finds its way to the road via a 3-speed Turbo
Hydramatic transmission and a bolt rear end. The Wagon also comes equipped with power
steering and power brakes. This combination is undoubtedly capable of getting the Wagon up
and moving. The Impala is not only a numbers-matching classic, but it is said to be in sound
mechanical health. The owner states that the engine sounds strong, with no smoke or odd
noises. The vehicle has recently been fitted with new brakes and shock all around, and the
owner states that it goes really well. The carpet is new, and the back seat is in reasonable
condition, but plenty of items will need attention. The front seat will require a new cover, and the
dash pad sports three cracks. The rear cargo area shows all of the wear-and-tear that is typical
of this type of vehicle, and it will require restoration. It looks like the original AM radio is still in
the dash, while the wagon also features a rear power window and a tilt wheel. Classic station
wagons will always command plenty of attention in the market, and this is especially true if they
happen to have a big-block under the hood. That could make it a great candidate as a Winter
project. That way, it would be ready to take the whole family on a wealth of adventures when the
weather turns warm once again. That sounds mighty tempting to me. These are great to take to
the swap meet. A friend of mine owned one, he had a hood stepped to his luggage rack, and a
quarter panel in the back, just touching the back of the front seat. Mike you are so wrong about
the price. Try finding one with a big block, let alone numbers! Most of the wagons got stripped
of the entire drive train and front clip, then made into a nice chicken coop! I looked for two years
before I found mine with 49, miles on the speedo and no rust. Wagons are big along the Ca.
Price is very dependent on location. If this car were in So. I think the price is fair. The air cleaner
is correct, only the decal is wrong. Owner says it is numbers matching, even decodes it for us.
Or maybe even resign and have it entirely redone in one of the available colors? I think at a
different time of year and in a more centralized location this wagon would sell quickly for its
asking price. I did a 68 in 2k that I put a in, lowered it, painted it a wild blue with airbrushed trim.

Made a bunch on that one. If this car is clean the price is fair because they are, in the last 20
years, the thing to have. Still have a few. It was our families first car that I remember riding in.
Whay a find! Price is very fair. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Another dreamer. Gray Wolf. Why does it
have a horse air cleaner and if the engine is not original its a dud. Steve R. Steve R 4. Mike
Hartman. SourPwr Member. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily
Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn
Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View
Limit Reached! Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Please visit our website to view a full HD photoset of this
vehicle This Chevrolet Impala Convertible for sale has a C. Dealership Showcased. Available
now is a Chevrolet Impala SS 2-door convertible. Car presents extremely well, and is Auction
Vehicle. Needs work. Has new brakes. Rebuilt engine. Transmission leak. Very nice 66 Chevrolet
Impala sedan. Clean car. Power steering and AC new dual exhaust runs and dri Private Seller.
Vehicle is locate Everything has been restored, rebuilt. Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are
original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was
acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear
Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has
been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its
original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered
by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas,
and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter.
Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers.
Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business
awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The car had
been sitting in a building in Cleveland, Ohio since until the seller purchased it recently and
gently refurbished or replaced some needy items. The seller removed the heavy-duty tow hitch
from the rear of the car and generally returned a few things to stock. The heater core has been
replaced. The original engine was pulled, repainted, and any aftermarket parts were replaced
with original or replica parts such as the date-coded spark plug wires. The flywheel was turned
and a new clutch installed. They also added new brake lines, a new master cylinder but noted
that the original brake shoes are still just fine. The radiator was also re-cored. What do you think
â€” is it worth the price? Would you use it to tow your vintage race car? What a find! It seems
strange to see a car ordered with virtually the same options I would have wanted. Agreed
completely on the engine. Honestly, the seller did what I would do â€” just not sure if others
would approve! I sat there and pictured what this would look like towing my race carâ€¦it was a
nice thought! The reserve is well under the 50K mark. Maybe the seller will include the removed
parts, if desired. Front disc brake conversion assuming it came with drums , vintage air, fix the
valves and valve seats to run on unleaded. It truely is a unicorn. Due to its rarity and low
mileage it will likely never be driven hard again. Aftermarket AC, besides looking out of place
will do nothing but hurt is value. It only enhances enjoyment and does nothing to the value as
they can be replaced easily. You are right that the market is shifting to survivor cars over spit
and polish over-restored day one or day two cars. Anybody can take a complete wreck and
replace every panel and carpet and apply a nice thick coat of paint and clear. A real car is only
34K once. Thomas Cotrel. A valve seat will only burn out if the engine is driven very hard, over a
long distance, regularly. He only sold it because the rust was getting quite bad, the vinyl top
was shredded and, oh yeah, he married a German woman who owned a Porsche ! One day the
broke down on the highway and by the time it was recovered the motor had frozen solid so they
got a lift home, got into the Lincoln, and it started right up after being virtually abandoned for
about 6 weeks! VERY rare, and nice to see. At the time, I found the build sheet under the back

seat springs that verified it left the factory with the But a 4dr. Who ordered it that way?! The
selling dealer is still in business, and when I stopped one day to inquire who sold this car new, I
was stopped in my tracks. To them, it was just an old Chevy. Since I own a classic car
restoration shopâ€¦ I think the seller did the right thing by doing the work he did in the manner
that he did it in! Makes this car even cookel! Nice wagon. That is one rare brute. With the BBC
under the hood it should pull just about anything you want with it. For what it did, looks like it
was selected just the way to accomplish the task. Both would run down the rural Kansas two
lane highways at triple digit speeds â€” with a full complement of kids on board. Oh, what a nice
wagon!! It had the big engine, but automatic transmission. It had been converted by a company
in Dallas that at the time built ambulances from station wagon and sedan-delivery platforms;
going on to build from vans and Suburbans. They went on to be the parent co. It had the
small-block and standard shift and was a great running machine: and used absolutely no oil. On
our way back from Morton to Lubbock we could see the terrible storm that had hit Wichita Falls.
They rebuilt with no problem, putting the new house underground. Fantastic car! Compared to
this wagon, the modern SUV is nothing more than a bundle of electronic gizmos. The pull and
sound from this beast while going thru the gears sure would put a grin on your faceâ€¦â€¦one
that may take surgery to remove. Great find. If your plan is to sell it, then sell it and let the new
owner build it his way. I believe this car is on YouTube. The dad special ordered this car and the
daughter was showing it. I wish the seller would have included a couple of before pictures in
their ad. My Mom would have loved having the big block. I know she could drive the crap out of
a stick shift. I rode a lot of miles in the third seat. Cool car. I love old wagons and the and 4
speed are the icing on the cake. Back then you could any combination of engine and
transmission you wanted. Knew a family that had a mid sixties Plymouth 4 door hardtop with a
Wedge and Torqueflite. Back then a manual transmission was usually preferred over an
automatic for reliability. Slushboxes back then were still frowned upon by many of the old
school when it came to heavy duty or severe use. My dad had a 67 bel air wagon auto posi rear
end He blew the doors off my Uncles 69 Ford Torino That was all it took my Uncle traded it in 69
Z This one might not get away. Wagons are cool but a factory built hot rod wagon pegs the cool
meter. That car flat out ran. I believe his name was Tom Valentine. In those days it looks like an
all Hemi Plymouth show with a few Dodges and one Pontiac sprinkled in. Wonder what
happened to it. These were the days when you could order anything you wanted and they would
build it for you. The stuff that dreams are made ofâ€¦. Barn Finds: you featured an exceptional
selection of cars today. Nice work. Chevy BBC wagons are the best shopping carts on the
Planet. Fun going to get the groceries and fun on the way home. The Days of Raw Iron
Powerâ€¦.. She drove like she stole it. Original 4 bolt L78 and M But all that fun in a station
wagonâ€¦.. Soothing to the Soul! Not sure if it left the factory that way. Man this got the thread
cranking! Super cool even if it is a boatâ€¦. I could just imagine the performance of the speed. I
had a back in the day but it only had a straight six engine, however, it was a very enjoyable
wagon for my job of doing market research all over what was then the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland. Now Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi with 4 passengers with our luggage plus
equipment. Funny you mention the tach. Just the thought of riding again in the read facing back
seats, with exhaust leaking into the area, is making me ill. Easier to read the window sticker on
a computor screen than a fart phone.. His dad was royally pâ€”-ed with him when he broke the
motor mounts, thought he was hot rodding. Found out years later that it was a fairly common
problem for the big blocks. My Syracuse roommate bought all 6 as scrap, drilled out and
clenaed the chips out of the passage, had the cranks rebuilt and financed his Corvette with the
engine sales. First Corvette I ever drove. I find this car very coolâ€¦I remember back in , 2
business owners that manufactured lawn mowers both purchased 66 Novas station wagons ,
4sp. Both marina blue. The only difference was the horsepower. One being hp the other, I
believe was called the L79,hp. The guys sold their business about 3 years later and I never saw
the cars again. So seeing this car just bring a smile to my face, station wagoniseâ€¦â€¦! A
phenomenal price for an unquestionably outstanding and exeptionally phenomenol find! I come
across a lot of rare cars, but this was a really cool find. Fantastic find! True car people really
appreciate rarities like this. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jamie Palmer. More: Chevrolet. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments RayT Member.
Jamie Palmer Staff. Alan Michigan Member. Dang, what a cool fun car. This car is awesome.
Would absolutely be my daily driver. Classic Steel. Steve R. This car stands on its merits, as it
currently sits. Steve R Paul got a lot of money for his trade. Will Fox. I have used Marti in the
past as well as Pontiac Historical Services. Jerry Brentnell. Big Mike. Randall Jordan. Ah,
memories. I wonder if any kids now would know what the knob on the door panels was for.
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is Flaherty. Mark S. Joe Howell. Ed smith Member. My dad had a 67 bel air wagon auto posi rear
end He blew the doors off my Uncles 69 Ford Torino That was all it took my Uncle traded it in 69
Z28 5. Craig M. Cars like this are why I am a Chevy guy. Troy s. I would trade that foe my
meecury. Gray Wolf. My friend has a similar car and asked GM how many were made like that. I
can ask him. That would be great to know. Jay E. John Walsh. I barely remember riding in the
back of my moms olds wagon. Bill M Woodman. Wagon train. The window sticker is hard to
read but do you see L34 turbojet? Craig M Bryda. Chris A. L36 , HP Turbojet , is what I see. That
is a Tim Householder. Holy Smokes, Bullwinkle! Jims rare barn finds. John Wilburn. Stored For
16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

